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THE SPOOPY
HALLOWEEN
ISSUE

28 October - 11 November

H A L L O W E E N
COSTUMES-------------------------THAT
AREN’T------------------------ BOO-RING
It’s time to get spoopy! Halloween is the
time of year where everyone can dress up
and be creative! There are millions of costumes out there. You can even make up
your own costume! But why is it that the
majority of the costumes I see are sexy
cats (some like to say that they’re “mice”,
but they’re really cats), police officers,
superheroes, angels, nurses and witches?
I am sick of seeing them.
I’m not hating on the sexy costumes, or
the people wearing them. If you want to
biddy, go right ahead. Halloween is about
dressing up as anything you want to, I’m
just not into the overdone costumes. All
I’m saying is that you’d stand out if you
were more original. Sexy pokemon? Sexy
librarian? Sexy zombie? Or maybe not
even sexy at all! Let your weirdo flag fly
proudly! Last year, I saw the Teletubbies
and the sexy Three Little Pigs. Still popular, but not overdone.
You could create something new! Be your
favorite TV show or movie character.
Favorite Disney princess? You could be
someone from a throwback show, everybody likes throwbacks. Maybe you could
be something scary, or not, your choice.
Think outside the box!
Having trouble picking a costume? Here’s
a list of ideas. Some are easy to pull off,
- A nudist on strike
- The Brawny man (the paper towel

commercial? No? Okay)
- The Sundrop Soda girl
- A Starbucks cup
- Carmen Sandiego
- A Twister board
- 50 Shades of Grey
- Dumbledora the Explorer (Dora and
Dumbledore, duh)
- Cereal killer (I like puns)
Lastly, my all time favorite:
Pedobear.
If you’re one of those lucky couples, why
don’t you do a couple costume? For those
who are forever alone, like me, a group
costume make for a fun night with friends.
The Powerpuff girls, the Anchorman crew,
Adventure Time, the Minions from Despicable Me, the possibilities are endless!
Personally, I don’t usually dress up for
Halloween, but I cosplay sometimes. I
only like Halloween for the candy, the
punny ghost and skeleton comics online,
and guessing what people are dressed
as. I am one of those people who will go
out of my way to compliment your costume, and I want to compliment everyone
this year! There are 4 celebratory days
of Halloween this time around, so make
them count! Be spontaneous, be creative,
be humerus (I really like puns). I know I
said I don’t dress up, but I decided to join
in on the fun. I’m pretty sure I’m going to
be Velma or Paulie Bleeker only because I
can’t find anything else in my closet. Stay
spoopy, my friends.
Kyra Louie

IF ANYONE LOVES CREEPING PEOPLE OUT IT’S TIM BURTON.
HERE ARE SOME FUN FACTS ABOUT THE KING OF DARK MOVIES:
1. Born Timothy Walter Burton- Timothy? Really?
That is not a scary name. Neither is Walter.
2. Johnny Depp is the godfather of his son Billy Ray Burton.
3. Is afraid of chimpanzees.
4. Has been with Helena Bonham Carter since 2001.
5. Likes Bollywood films
6. First made “Frankenweenie” as a short with Disney in 1984.
It was decided that it was unsuitable for children and was never released.
7. Height- 5’ 11½”
8. Is set to direct a broadway musical about his film “Batman” (1989)
9. Went to CalArts
10. Is a Virgo
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HOLLA

Why don’t people like candy corn? It takes two
of the best things in the world, candy and corn,
and puts them together. I have had numerous
occasions where I was eating some candy and
thought to myself “man Andre, this candy could
really use some corn.” Before candy corn, all
candy tasted terrible to me. Skittles; needed
more corn. Snickers; needed more corn.
Starburst; where is the god damn corn.
Every year I look forward to the month
before Halloween when they finally put
candy corn back on the shelf. Not that I
don’t eat candy corn all year (I stock up
on a couple hundred bags every
October). But getting a fresh batch of
the stuff just gives me a rush like no
other, akin to an addict getting his fill
or watching Michael Jordan extend
his arm for the final basket at the
end of Space Jam and realizing that
the Looney Tunes will not have to
spend eternity on Moron Mountain
and are going to be just fine.
P.S. Need to find out how to make
candy corn at home. Any tips? Melting
candy on to corn DOES NOT WORK.
Andre Orlando

ODE TO CANDY

SUXXX

Every Halloween I make a grand attempt to like
candy corn. I grab a couple when I see them in a
bowl and try my best to give them a shot. And
every year without fail, I still hate candy corn. In
my childhood when the white, orange,
yellow triangular shaped contraptions were
packed on the supermarket shelves I knew
Halloween was approaching. Somehow I
used to be excited about these things, but
the older I got the more I began to have a
burning hatred for candy corn. The
ingredients to candy corn are quite
simple. There’s sugar, corn syrup,
wax, and some artificial coloring.
That’s all there is to these suckers,
yet, to me they taste like plastic.
Really, really sweet plastic. Somedays when I’m in a philosophical
mood, I debate whether I hate the
taste of candy corn
or sweethearts more.
Robin Ngai

☹☹☹

CANDY CORN:
The well

worn,
tried & true
sweet of ultimate debate.
(My take? Don’t hate.)

CARAMEL APPLES:
People only ever eat them
for the outside.
(Would I lie to you?)

PEELED GRAPES:

“Yes Mom, you’re right.
They do feel like eyeballs.”

M&M’s (UNPACKAGED):

-WARNING SPOOKYYou must be wishing for an early casket
to take these from your neighbor’s
basket.

CHEDDAR CHEESE PRINGLES:
I don’t know why these are classified as
Halloween food, yet there they arestacked underneath a witch hat
and
next to the pumpkins
in a City Convenience window display.

PUMPKIN FLAVORED
EVERYTHING:
OH GOSH
PLEASE QUASH
THE
SQUASH GNOSH

Anna Eisner
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Victoria Rose
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street car that sits on the other side of the
fence. I’ve never thought much about it
until I decided to google why it was there.
Turns out there are two stories. One says
that train malfunctions and other weird
shit that’s happened is due to the station
being built where a mass grave for British
causalities (during the American Revolution) lie. The other theory is that ghosts
from an explosion in 1897 still haunt the
place. Either way I know I hate standing
in that station alone and I can never look
at the broken down car train for more than
a few minutes. I’m not about to stare long
enough to see dead people. I’ll save that
to the kid in the Six Sense.
Tis’ the season for spoopy adventures in
the city of Boston. The weather is getting
chillier, college students are thrifting at the
Goodwill for costumes, and there is pumpkin flavored everything. However, if you
want to survive this Halloween season I
would suggest that you stay away from
the following places:
Allston in the night time: Allston in the
daylight is a pretty rad place to be. There
are colorful murals down certain alleyways, some pretty good Asian restaurants
(if you’re brave enough to try them), and
its what most broke college kids call
home. Allston at night is a completely
different story. Take the wrong street and
you can get completely wrapped up in
houses that have the same dilapidated
wooden porch. The street lamps may or
may not work depending on how they feel.
Some streets are barren and it seems
like there hasn’t been sign of human life
in weeks. On the right nights though, the
streets are alive. But, the liveliness of

intoxicated biddies in bunny outfits and
bros in Teletubbies suits can be a sight
that strikes fear in the bravest of wanderers. It’s all fun and games until you get
harassed and puked on.
Boston Commons: It’s been reported that there are ghosts who roam the
commons. Most famously sighted are two
women dressed in 1830s dresses, walking
arm in arm through the park. The Boston Commons have been a place where
hangings have taken place and there
are various unmarked graves around.
I can’t say that I’ve ever seen a ghost
while passing through at night, just a lot of
peace loving college students and young
lovers. But, I must say, while I was there I
felt as if at any moment a ghost would pop
up and I would proceed to have a heart
attack.
Boylston Stop on the Green Line: If
you’ve ever been to the Boylston stop
on the Green Line, you’ve seen the old

Apparently, the most common misspelling of “spooky” is “spoopy.” At least that’s
what websites like Tumblr would lead you
to believe. You’d think it’s impossible for
companies to make millions of products
with such a ridiculous misspelling of a simple word, but it has proven to be possible
and strangely enough, it happens every
year. Naturally, the internet caught wind
of this strange phenomena and it instantly
caught on. People started to notice cheap
companies putting these misspelled products in stores and laughed and posted
about it online. This craze all started when
Tumblr blog Arts Farts & Cocks posted
a pictures of a sign of bones spelling out
“spoopy” with two skulls for the two o’s.
This earned over 20,400 notes in three
years. Some similar Halloween-centric
misspellings include “creppy” instead of
creepy and “doo” rather than “boo.” Creppy came from a misspelling on a spider
cookie cake. Doo came from a blow up
ghost proclaiming the wrong word.

under #spoopy, you
can find anything from
skeleton boxers to pics
from the local zombie
walk. Its completely
changed from what it
originally meantlaughing at cheap
Halloween crap in stores.
This is also not the only
hashtag you can choose. You have
choices! You can use #spoopy, #2spoopy
or #2spoopy4u. Yes, technically you can
use #creppy or #doo, but its not as cool as
#spoopy.

In the Tumblr world, the term spoopy as
evolved to be a common hashtag for anything Halloween related. When searching

While these words have definitely
achieved meme status on Tumblr, they’re
not yet official slang with Urban Dictionary.
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These fake words have spawned even
more variations, like the fantastically horrible adjective “spooptacular.” You may find
yourself wondering, how is it possible for
our country to have people running these
companies that do not know how to spell
“spooky?” Personally, I find it insane, and
maybe even a bit creppy.

Super 88: Last on the list is a place that
I hold dear to my heart, Super 88. If you
don’t know about it already it’s a sketchy
Asian food court attached to an even
sketchier Asian supermarket. It looks
pretty harmless at night (as most creepy
things do) but, once it gets dark, the place
can give you the heebie - jeebies. This
gem is located in Allston and is a short
walk from West Campus (or as I fondly
call it, West Campy). The food court itself
is filled with a variety of Asian food, with a
lot of it being questionable to foreign eyes.
Most places in there are pretty trustworthy
but the outdated 90’s “Dish of the Year”
and mysterious plates of food dished out
can be a bit scary. As for the supermarket
itself, when going at night, the back area
where live The Scariest Places in Boston
seafood is bought can be quite terrifying.
Next to that lay shelves of noodles and
once it hits six o’clock everything in that
back area gets dark. Enter at your own
risk.
Robin Ngai

They define spoopy as “something that
is funny and spooky at the same time,”
with the contextual example of “I saw a
ghost fall down the stairs today, it was so
spoopy.” Problems with this sentence? 1.
There should be a semicolon instead of a
comma. 2. Ghosts float, not walk, so how
can a ghost fall down the stairs if it is floating. They’re also able to go through walls
so they wouldn’t actually hit the stairs.
Nice job, Urban Dictionary!
So this Halloween, go doo at some kids,
dress like a creppy witch and go visit a
spoopy cemetery. On this one night have
spooptacular time. Just promise me that
you’ll know how to spell these words by
the next day.
Emily Whittington
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CONCERT
REVIEWS

I showed up plenty early (an hour before
the opener) to finally see London’s own
Savages on October 15th late but I was
able to hear the Savages sound check inside the Paradise Rock Lounge. Listening
to the practice gave the best perspective
on just how much the individual elements
come together seamlessly to create Savages’ music. In particular, Ayne Hassan’s
thumping bass that drives nearly all of
their songs and Jehnny Beth’s haunting
vocals. Hearing her sing with no accompaniment just reinforced how strong her
voice is and how it gives all of this music
such personality.
When the doors opened, I made sure to
be the first in line so that I could be right
in front of the band. In addition to the few
college-aged around me, there was a
fair amount of middle aged folk and their
spouses. It reinforced how the Savages
sound, while unique in the current music
scene, certainly isn’t new and the band
borrowing from their influences gives them
a sound that appeals to music fans of an
older generation that spent their hours
listening to Joy Division and Echo & the
Bunnymen.
British guitarist Duke Garwood opened up
for the band, playing a set that proved to

MAN MAN SUNDAY OCTOBER 20, 2013
Man oh man oh man, was Man Man quite
the show. I think my ears are still ringing.
This Philadelphia-based band was off the
spook-- I mean hook-- at the Paradise
Rock Club on 10-20-13.
The show was presided over by a gorilla
ghost with light up green eyes that hung in
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be a quiet, brooding antithesis to the fast
and loud Savages. Garwood is very into it
and involved when he plays his guitar and
while this sort of intimacy may not have
always translated with the audience, you
can still appreciate the passion Garwood
has for his craft. Before we knew it, Savages was taking the stage and I could not
be more excited. They started with the
relentless ‘I Am Here’ and the momentum
rarely let up for their entire performance.
Savages differs from many of their postpunk contemporaries in that outside of a
single verse or introduction, they Am Here’
and the momentum rarely let up for their
entire performance. Savages differs from
many of their post-punk contemporaries in
that outside of a single verse or introduction, they don’t allow too many moments
to linger and build. They love to get right
into the forceful moments and I assume
their audience loves them all the better for
it.
The band members were dressed in the
same manner that was required at my old
bussing job; all black with little exception.
Guitarist Gemma Thompson and bassist
Ayne Hassan stood idly by, playing their
part and allowing Beth and drummer Fay
Milton to let everything out on the stage.
If she wasn’t a singer, you would imagine
a place of High Prominence in the center
of the stage throughout the show. The gorilla ghost had voodoo power that induced
every single audience member- even
the people who are too cool to dance at
concerts YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE- to
at the very least keep up an adequate
head bob. The majority of the people were
doing their best to comply with the “No
Moshing” sign while still, in effect, moshing in time with Honus Honus’s magic
piano playing. Speaking of Honus Honus’s magic piano playing, I think he used
every single body part to play the piano at
some point during the show. Please kindly
refrain from asking me how. (Although I
have a hunch that it may have something
to do with his ability to transform himself
into an alien.)

Jehnny Beth would have made a great
career as a prize fighter. Throughout
her time on stage, she punches, does
high kicks, and swiftly moves with all the
finesse of Ali in his prime. She shouts and
is well aware that her presence forces
people to listen. Beth got right in the face
of the audience and no one minded. Even
if they did, they might been too afraid of
Beth’s intimidating demeanor. She is a
performer in the best sense in that she
engages the audience and never lets up.
Fay Milton drums with an intensity that I
rarely see and is not afraid to let everything loose behind the set. The set-list
(that I was fortunate enough to pick up at
the end of the show) mostly consisted of
songs from their only full-length release,
Silence Yourself with a few live favorites thrown in. The band saved the most
intense songs for last with “No Face,” “Hit
Me” and “Husbands” giving the last have
the show an adrenaline rush. The band
closed with non-album cut “Fuckers.” I
recognized the phrase that seemed to be
the song’s only lyric (“Don’t let the fuckers get you down”) from the disc of the
Silence Yourself physical release, but did
not release the power it would have until
Jehnny Beth said it dozens of times to a
crowd of dedicated fans.
Savages is easily one of the best live acts
around. Their appearance at Paradise
came only a few months after their stint
at The Middle East in July. Here’s hoping
that it only takes a few more months for
the band to come to Boston again. As
great as the songs off Silence Yourself are
on record, these really are tunes to experience live. They created one of the most
exciting albums to come out this year
and have a show to prove that they’re the
genuine article.
Andre Orlando
breaks a concert—and MAN; these guys
had some serious energy. I think the only
way that I can truly describe the experience of Man Man is in a statement, as
uttered by the tiny trumpet player sometime between Mr. Jung Stuffed and Life
Fantastic—“OH MY GOD.”
>>>FIN<<<

Anna Eisner

Honus Honus’s acoustic ukulele rendition
of Deep Cover was just icing on the cake
to a show that was up to the gills with
some good mojo. Personally, I believe that
the energy of a band is what makes or
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WHATCHU NEED:

OINGO
BOINGO

Planning your spoopy Halloween party
but don’t know what music to play? Look
no further. While most parties will be
playing Monster Mash, Thriller, or a Tiny
Tim record, you can play a band that is
genuinely creepy while not sacrificing any
of the fun that Halloween is all about. 80’s
new wave band Oingo Boingo knew how
to provide a unique atmosphere for its
audience by harnessing a unique sound
that made them a staple in John Hughes
soundtracks throughout the decade.
The band’s first album Only a Lad is their
best work and captures everything the
band did well. The song structures are
unpredictable. The band’s full horn section
plays a big role in giving Oingo Boingo
their fun sound. And Danny Elfman, who
would go on to produce Emmy and Grammy award winning movie scores, is as
manic a front man as they come.
Boingo’s songwriting covers the topics
that most bands would be scared to
mention. Their first song on their first
album focuses on getting inside the mind
of a pedophile for God’s sake. And while
this might not be an entirely new subject,
Danny Elfman and co. approach the song
‘Little Girls’ with a manic sense of fun
and whimsy. Boingo, especially in these
early days, was scary on the pretense
that this was a group of young men that
probably had a screw loose and would
pop off at any moment. In a word, Boingo
is ballsy. Their other song subjects range
from heightened paranoia (to the point
of insanity), sexual frustration at work,
and perhaps most surprisingly, an impassioned defense of capitalism. In a punk
climate where cops were beating punks
throughout California and Ronald Reagan

THANK YOU
FOR MAKING
SOME REALLY
GREAT MUSIC.
(You took a walk on the wild side, and we
thank you for that, and much more.)
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would spend the decade becoming the
devil to every young rock fan, ‘Capitalism’
has to be one of the boldest moves for a
punk band that was just coming up. Oingo
Boingo was not the most consistent band
in terms of putting out comprehensive albums, but all of their releases in the early
80’s are entertaining and worth giving a
listen.
But Oingo Boingo is really significant
because they are going to make the
perfect soundtrack to your Halloween
dance party. The integral part of Boingo’s
sound is the synthesizers that run through
so many of their classic tracks. In stark
contrast with so many of the Duran Duran/
Born in the USA kind of synths that were
meant to uplift and brighten the mood of a
song, Boingo’s synths give their music a
haunting, brooding undertone. There is a
reason Oingo Boingo dressed up during
their shows. There is a reason Oingo
Boingo played their final show to a sold
out crowd on Halloween. The music about
skeletons and murderers gets people on
the floor and feels appropriate when you
are dressed in your costume. Boingo’s
best songs include ‘Only a Lad,’ ‘Wake up
(It’s 1984),’ ‘Who Do You Want to Be’ and
‘Stay.’
However, these particular songs will be
your best bet if you’re going for a creepy
vibe at your Halloween party.

• ISLANDS

• LITTLE GUNS

• WHAT YOU SEE

• ON THE OUTSIDE

• AND OF COURSE,
DEAD MAN’S
PARTY
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Andre Orlando

If you will watch one movie this Halloween, make damn sure that it’s Evil Dead
II. Oh sure, you can watch the original
or a horror movie that is more cannon
and archetypal to the conventional horror
movie but what fun is that? Evil Dead II is
possibly the greatest horror movie of all
time because it never plays to convention
and throws the horror movie playbook out
the window. Bruce Campbell puts everything out there. He is nearly as great a
physical comedian as Chaplin or Keaton
and seems to never feel embarrassed or
ashamed of the performance he is putting on. It takes all of the campy horror
of the original Evil Dead film and adds
the comedy of the best Three Stooges
shorts. Campbell’s Ash character will use
anything as a weapon; plates, axes, and
most beautifully, a chainsaw. Evil Dead
II is funny, gory, and beautifully shot and
Raimi and Campbell ultimately made the
most essential Halloween movie-playlist
film around.
Andre Orlando

HALLOWEENTIME
ACTIVITIES THAT DON’T SUCK
(and Don’t Involve Going to Salem)

1.-------- Have a nostalgic movie marathon. Play all the classics, from Hocus Pocus to
Halloweentown.
2.---------Buy a bag of melting caramels. Don’t bother heating them up to cover apples,
though. Just eat them out of the bag.
3.---------Head to Goodwill and put together a new outfit that you’d usually never wear.
Show up in it to a Halloween party and let people guess what you are. Go with
your favorite answer.
4.---------Indulge in pumpkin-flavored everything. It’s only around
for one month, after all.
5.---------Use this glorious holiday as an excuse to let your sincere, unabashed love for
Tim Burton creations, The Monster Mash, and all other so-wrong-but-feel-soright signs of the spookiest season shine through.
Jacqlene
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ARIES

Irrepressible creativity will find you this
week, Aries. Harness it to create something beautiful, like a papier-mâché Shrek
mask to perfect your costume.

TAURUS

Prepare yourself for some spooky thrills
this coming Wednesday—your midterm
grades are posted online.

GEMINI:

You may be feeling unsure and regretful of
past decisions. Perhaps those unwrapped
lollipops weren’t the best choice.

CANCER:

The moon’s shift will leave you feeling
rather lonely this week, Cancer. Surprise
trick-or-treaters with engaging conversation rather than candy. Now that’s a treat.

LEO:

You’ve been awaiting a great adventure
for some time now. Show off your bravery by doing something truly frightening,
like going to a haunted house or walking
through Allston on a Saturday night.

VIRGO:

CAPRICORN:

LIBRA:

AQUARIUS:

Love will be knocking at your door at the
end of this month, Virgo. Not like, romantic love, though. The “fun-sized-Twix-arefinally-on-sale” type of love.
You’ll be put in a situation where you’ll
need to trust your instincts this Halloween.
Is that guy in the corner super committed
to a Woody Allen costume, or is he just
kinda like that?

SCORPIO:

You’ve been feeling the need to stand
out in a crowd lately, Scorpio. Assert your
individuality by swapping out cat ears for
mouse ones this Hallow’s Eve.

SAGITTARIUS:

This Thursday is your day, Sagittarius.
Carpe your diem and make spontaneous
choices. Knock on the doors of houses
without lights on. Pick candies with your
eyes closed.

SICK SHOWS

10/29 King Khan and The Shrines Brighton Music Hall
10/31 Krill, Cuffs, Vundabar - Regina
Pizzeria - FREE!
COSTUMES! PIZZA!
11/1 You Won’t, Bombadil,
The Suitcase Junket - TT’s
11/1 Thao and the Get Down Stay Down
- Royale
11/2 Dismemberment Plan - Paradise
11/5 James Blake - HOB
11/7 *WZC Presents*Speedy, Marnie,
Boytoy - Great Scott
11/8 Built to Spill - Sinclair
11/8 http://www.xmortis.com - TT’s
11/9 The So So Glos, Mean Creek,
Earthquake Party!, Hard Nips
- Great Scott
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A wave of confidence will overtake you
this week. And just in time, too. Now’s
your moment to debut that “Sexy Sonic
the Hedgehog” costume.
Bad news, Aquarius. A storm of negativity
is headed your way this Halloween. Don’t
let the haters get you down, though. 22
probably isn’t too old to still be trick-ortreating.

PISCES:

Feeling rebellious, Pisces? Use the upcoming holiday as an excuse to establish
your unpopular opinion about the merits
of candy corn. Don’t let anyone tell you
you’re wrong.

ELVIS PRE
If you go on SoundCloud and type in
“Elvis Pre” into the search bar, you
will come across a very mysterious
account with minimal autobiographical info and a silhouetted profile
picture. Presumably based in Japan,
this project is the culmination of
bunch of noise demos. Some are aggressive, some are quietly haunting
and some contain a distorted voice
that sounds anything but human.
All of the songs on the account are
available for free download. My
personal favorites are “grim demo
(instrumental)” and “pixie.”
Link: https://soundcloud.com/
elvis-pre-2
Victoria Rose
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